Te Pūnaha Matatini’s Covid-19 team in the media

This is a very truncated list!

The Conversation - Research shows Māori are more likely to die from COVID-19 than other New Zealanders
The Guardian - Why Maori are 50% more likely to die from Covid-19 than white New Zealanders
NZ Herald - Coronavirus Covid-19: Why 'that' Facebook post spread like wildfire
Stuff - Coronavirus: Rapid lockdown gives NZ a better chance of eliminating Covid-19 – again
RNZ - Covid-19: Herd immunity approach would lead to 'thousands of avoidable deaths'
NZ Herald - Covid 19 coronavirus: Experts back Govt’s call to extend Auckland lockdown
The Conversation - How New Zealand could keep eliminating coronavirus at its border for months to come, even as the global pandemic worsens
The Spinoff - The experts on the return of Covid-19 in the NZ community and the move to lockdown
The Spinoff A critical error in a report on lockdown timing risks undermining future decisions
NZ Herald Coronavirus Covid-19: Why NZ’s tracers crushed viral spread by more than a third
Stuff Coronavirus: A new community case of Covid-19 in New Zealand is a matter of when, not if. Is the country prepared for it?

Siouxsie Wiles

Siouxsie’s articles on The Spinoff: https://thespinoff.co.nz/author/siouxsie-wiles/


Stuff - Coronavirus: collective failure to prevent pandemic
Stuff - We lost this round of pandemic dice
The Conversation (Australia) An endless game of COVID-19 whack-a-mole’: a New Zealand expert on why Melbourne’s stage 4 lockdown should cover all of Victoria
Stuff - Covid-19: How the coronavirus makes us lose our sense of smell
Stuff - NZ should take it slow and steady before reopening borders
Stuff - Shining a light on a Covid conspiracy
Stuff - Coronavirus: Misinformation found in a quarter of Covid-19 videos
The Conversation - NZ’s decision to close its borders will hurt tourism but it’s the right thing to do
Loading Docs Documentary – Siouxsie and the Virus

Shaun Hendy

RNZ - Coronavirus, looking at the numbers
RNZ - Expect community transmission cases to increase - Bloomfield
Q&A - 'Anticipate international travel restrictions for quite some time', Covid-19 modelling expert warns
1News - A look at the modelling behind spread of coronavirus in New Zealand
The Spinoff - Covid-19: The maths that explains why we’re locking down
RNZ - The man modelling NZ’s Covid-19 spread from his kitchen table
RNZ - Covid-19: Contact tracing team should be able to get on top of cases - Shaun Hendy

Kate Hannah

RNZ - Covid misinformation spreads in New Zealand
RNZ - Churches with links to the US being blamed for spreading Covid-19 misinformation
Newsroom - Have Covid-19 conspiracy theories evolved?
RNZ - Misinformation/disinformation: how it relates to public health
The Guardian - New Zealand election TV debate: fears inclusion of fringe party may 'legitimise conspiracy theories'
The Spinoff - Counting and Countering the infodemic: a deep dive into Covid-19 disinformation
Newsroom - ‘Infodemic’ evolves as Covid-19 returns to NZ
The Project - How to keep being kind when our patience is wearing thin
Stuff - Coronavirus: ‘Dangerous’ Covid-19 conspiracy theories on the rise
95Bfm - Health inequities and the Covid-19 infection fatality rate w/ Te Pūnaha Matatini: April 23, 2020

Mike Plank

NZ Herald - Coronavirus Covid-19: The three scenarios facing Auckland
NZ Herald - Covid 19 coronavirus: Māori, Pasifika inequities ‘major’ factor in Auckland cluster’s doubled hospital rates
Newshub - Māori 50 percent more likely to die from COVID-19 than non-Māori - study
RNZ - Modelling's role in improving Covid19 contact tracing
Stuff - Coronavirus: Experts want testing rates up as Aucklanders prepare to travel again
Covid-19: Aucklanders prepare to emerge from Level 3
Newsroom - Here’s what we need in a digital contact tracing solution
TVNZ - Expert explains genomic sequencing and how it helps NZ link Covid-19 cases
RNZ - Covid-19: Rydges situation could have been worse - Expert
RNZ (The Panel) Alert level announcement
The Spinoff - Why mathematical modelling matters so much in fighting Covid-19
TVNZ Breakfast - How effective is our contact Tracing capability?
Stuff - Coronavirus: The day NZ's second outbreak became a whole lot more complicated
NZ Herald Covid 19 coronavirus: What is genome sequencing and why is it so important?
RNZ - Melbourne - six week lockdown imposed after COVID outbreak